Your Good Health
Cold-cap therapy

Treatment may help chemotherapy patients keep hair
By JoAnne Viviano
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Jen Tassi, a breast cancer survivor, used cold-cap therapy to
keep her hair during chemo.
[Jen Tassi courtesy]

What’s the difference
between cold caps and
scalp cooling systems?
Cold caps are similar to ice
packs in that they are kept
in a special freezer before
they’re worn. They also thaw
out during an infusion session and need to be replaced
every 30 minutes. The caps
and the special freezer are
usually rented by the patient.
With scalp cooling systems,
the cap is attached to a
small refrigeration machine
that circulates coolant, so
it doesn’t need to changed
during the chemo treatment.
The refrigeration machines
are owned by the chemotherapy treatment center and patients pay a fee to use them.
Reducing the cost of
treatment
The Rapunzel Project is
a nonprofit organization
dedicated to helping people
undergoing chemotherapy
access and use scalp-cooling
technology. More information
about the organization can be
found at http://www.rapunzelproject.org/Default.aspx.
The Hair to Stay Foundation
offers not only information
and support but also grants
to help pay for scalp cooling
costs.
Visit http://www.hairtostay.
org.
Source: Breastcancer.org

three hours after, Tassi wore
them for six to seven hours
during each of her 16 chemo
treatments from November
2016 until April 2017.
She could only wash her
hair once a week, in cold
water in the bathtub.
And even with the coldcap therapy, she didn’t keep
all her hair.
It thinned out quite a bit.
But, she said, “I still
looked like me.”
“I wanted to keep my life
as normal as possible,” she
said. “And I didn’t want
cancer to take things away
from me.”
Email JoAnne Viviano at
jviviano@dispatch.com or
tweet her at
@JoAnneViviano.

